


1. Empowering NGOs and Civil Society to act as 
alternative models of public service delivery 
has its own set of pros and cons. Elaborate. 

2. How is the problem of increasing food 
insecurity connected to climate crisis? How 
can we curtail these problems? 

3. What lessons can other developing nations 
learn from India’s journey from being a nation 
facing famines to a nation with surplus food 
production? 

4. Despite all the progress made towards 
empowering women in India, their 
representation in higher education is still far 
from satisfactory due to various issues. 
Comment. 

5. Manual scavenging goes against every single 
ideal based on which an independent and 
sovereign India was established. Discuss. 



Q1 : Empowering NGOs and
Civil Society to act as alternative
models of public service
delivery has its own set of pros
and cons. Elaborate.







Solution :

• Introduction – Civil society refers to the communities
and groups that function outside of government to
provide support and advocacy for certain people
and/or issues in society. A Non-Governmental
Organization (NGO) is a non-profit group organized on
community, national and international levels to serve
a social or political goal such as humanitarian causes
or the environment.

• Main Body

• Role of Civil Society & NGOs in public service
delivery -

• Self-motivated volunteers with grassroot
connections

• Last mile delivery like seen in Covid19 crisis

• Savings on government expense



Solution(Contd..)

• Challenges related to Civil Society & NGOs –

• Ad hoc structure

• Lack of continuity

• NGOs turning into lobbyists

• Illegal funding issue

• Conclusion – These institutions co-exist with the
government now, but they must be accompanied with
adequate regulations.



Q2 : How is the problem of
increasing food insecurity
connected to climate crisis?
How can we curtail these
problems?









Introduction – The world is on the cusp of transformation
to make the world free of hunger by 2030 and deliver
promises for Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), with
strong cooperation and partnership between
governments, citizens and the private sector.

Main body

• Connection between Climate change & hunger -

• Adverse climatic events impact food
production, fisheries, etc.

• Issues of malnutrition

• Least emitters are the biggest sufferers - The
top 10 most food-insecure countries contribute
0.08% of global carbon emissions.

Solution :



How to deal with these issues –

• Unregulated

• Skill based

• Temporary

• Supply – Demand mismatch

Conclusion / Way Forward

• Building resilience for the poor

• Role of India in diversifying food crops – millets,
pulses, horticulture, etc.

• Adaptation finance

• Sustainable food systems

Modern problems require modern solutions.

Solution (Contd…)



Q3 : What lessons can other
developing nations learn from
India’s journey from being a
nation facing famines to a
nation with surplus food
production?









• Introduction - The food system transformation is
considered essential in achieving the Sustainable
Development Agenda 2030. This makes strong sense as
11 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) out of 17 are
directly related to the food system.

• Main Body

• Role model for other nations -

• Lessons from govt policies – land reforms, green
revolution, etc.

• Diversification of agriculture – horticulture,
fisheries, etc.

• Equitable distribution of food – food security
program, mid day meal scheme, etc.

Solution



• Way Forward

• Sustainable approaches

• Institutional changes

• Non agriculture sector

The Nobel Peace Prize 2020 conferred on the United
Nations WFP (World Food Programme) highlighted the
importance of addressing hunger to prevent conflicts
and create stability. The citation communiqué
articulated this well by quoting the line: “Until the day
we have a medical vaccine, food is the best vaccine
against chaos.”

Solution (cont.…)



Q4 : Despite all the progress
made towards empowering
women in India, their
representation in higher
education is still far from
satisfactory due to various
issues. Comment.







Solution
• Introduction - For the past few decades, Indian women

have taken a great stride in all fields of activity. Yet, a lot
remains to be achieved. As a nation, we can not afford
to ignore half the potential workforce if we aspire to be
an economic powerhouse.

• Main Body – Reasons for low female enrolment

• Domestic work, financial constraints, marriage,
etc.

• Gender bias

• Lower expenditure on women’s education



• Way Forward

• Volunteer run Community Learning Program

• Mapping dropout patterns

• Behavioral nudge

• Government schemes – scholarships

If we are looking to take advantage of our
demographic dividend, we can’t afford to
neglect half of our youth.

Solution (cont.…)



Q5 : Manual scavenging goes
against every single ideal
based on which an
independent and sovereign
India was established. Discuss.













• Introduction - According to the 2011 census, there
were about 26 lakh dry latrines in India where human
excreta is removed physically by a person. According to
the National Convener of the Safai Karmachari Andolan,
472 manual scavenging deaths across the country were
recorded between 2016 and 2020, and 26 so far in
2021.

• Main body

• Effects of manual scavenging -

• Health related issues

• Structural violence

• Caste & Gender discrimination

“The practice goes against the Gandhian ideals, human
dignity, right against exploitation, et al.”

Solution



Reasons for prevalence : 

• Indifferent attitude

• Issue of outsourcing

• Social Issues

Government’s efforts :

• Prohibition of Employment as Manual
Scavengers and their Rehabilitation Act,
2013

• ‘Swachhta Abhiyan App’

• SC Judgement (2014)

• Conclusion / Way forward 

• Identification, Sensitization

• Need for stringent laws

Solution (cont.…) 



Thank you!


